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Abstract—Algorithmic parameterization and hardware architectures can ensure secure transmission of multimedia
data in resource-constrained environments such as wireless video surveillance networks, tele-medicine frameworks
for distant health care support in rural areas, and Internet video streaming.
Joint multimedia compression and encryption techniques can significantly reduce the computational requirements
of video processing systems. We present an approach to reduce the computational cost of multimedia encryption,
while also preserving the properties of compressed video (useful for scalability, transcoding, and retrieval), which
endanger loss by naive encryption. Hardware-amenable design of proposed algorithms makes them suitable for real-
time embedded multimedia systems. This approach alleviates the need of additional hardware for encryption in resource-
constrained scenario, and can be otherwise used to augment existing encryption methods used for content delivery in
Internet or other applications.
In this work, we show how two compression blocks for video coding: a modified frequency transform (called as Secure
Wavelet Transform or SWT) and a modified entropy coding scheme, (called Chaotic Arithmetic Coding (CAC)) can be
used for video encryption. Experimental results are shown for selective encryption using proposed schemes.

Index Terms—Video encryption, joint coding and encryption, embedded systems, Discrete Wavelet Transform,
Arithmetic Coding
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1 INTRODUCTION

I N this work, we discuss the design of algorithms
and hardware architectures for secure transmis-

sion of multimedia data in resource-constrained
environments. Some typical application scenar-
ios include wireless video surveillance networks,
telemedicine frameworks for distant health care
support in rural areas, and Internet video streaming.

Wireless Video Surveillance Networks:Wire-
less video surveillance networks have been recently
deployed in different network settings such as WiFi,
WiMAX, and wireless sensor networks. These net-
works are deployed in private and public settings,
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and carry sensitive visual information. For example,
the live feeds from over 10,000 cameras are used by
city police departments in the NYC and Chicago
areas to monitor criminal activity. It is important
to protect the video feeds of these cameras from
eavesdropping. However providing real-time end-
to-end encryption of video data using conventional
cryptographic primitives is difficult due to a) wire-
less network characteristics (low bandwidth, fre-
quent packet drops), b) QoS (real-time delivery, low
jitter), and c) the limited computational resources at
the encoder. Apart from the need of a secure way
of transmitting videos, we need computationally-
efficient algorithms to save on computing power and
also enable easy access of visual information from
encrypted videos in databases.

Tele-medicine Frameworks:Tele-medicine is an
application of clinical medicine where consultation,
and even remote medical procedure and examina-
tions are performed using interactive audio-visual
media. Extending such services to remote locations
(which lack high-speed connections and even elec-
tric power in under-developed countries) requires



efficient low-power devices. Further, the privacy
of patient information and prescriptions is an im-
portant concern for these applications, considering
the vulnerability of communication channels against
eavesdropping and other attacks.

Internet and Mobile Video: The advent of
embedded multimedia systems has already revolu-
tionized the way we live. Video messaging, video-
conferencing, video surveillance and Internet video
sites such as YouTube are increasingly becoming
popular and pervasive. Network traffic in next-
generation cellular networks is predicted to be dom-
inated by video [1] and it makes sense to provision
for security of videos in these applications. Most
mobile devices have low computational resources
and limited battery resources.

Conventional encryption schemes such as those
using AES and DES are not suitable for video
data because of the large computational overhead.
Compressed multimedia streams also exhibit well-
defined hierarchical structure that can be exploited
in several useful ways (e.g. scalability, random ac-
cess, transcoding, rate shaping) in low and variable
bandwidth scenarios - these structures would not be
recognizable in traditional ciphertext.

In this work, an augmented video coding model
is used for joint compression and encryption which
can significantly reduce the computational require-
ments. We propose to build design blocks which
enable security for these applications at the algo-
rithmic level, and leave domain-specific optimiza-
tion to application developers. These algorithmic
optimizations map easily to fixed point hardware,
allowing us to come up with efficient architectural
optimizations for resource constrained scenarios. In
other application scenarios, these approaches can
complement the security provided by conventional
schemes such as AES.

The proposed schemes are also low-cost in the
sense that the required computational hardware is
considerably smaller than existing approaches, and
in some configurations the hardware resources are
fewer than that for conventional video compression
schemes.

2 BASICS

Multimedia compression involves large computa-
tions and large amount of data-transfers thus re-
quiring application-specific hardware such as ASICs
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Fig. 1. The broad goal of joint approach is to de-
velop algorithms and architectures to push the
operating curve towards (1,1,1), considering all
the factors (Coding Efficiency, Power Efficiency
and Privacy) together during design

and FPGAs to compress and deliver the media
in real-time. Video compression using hardware
accelerators has gained increased attention because
of the popularity of low-power embedded devices.
Thus, an efficient architectural design of multimedia
compression blocks is a must to ensure real-time
video delivery.

While the compressed multimedia files typically
exhibit well-defined hierarchical structure that can
be exploited in several useful ways (e.g. for scal-
ability, random access, transcoding, rate shaping),
these structures are not recognizable in ciphertext,
and hence, are wasted. These properties are useful
to index, search and retrieve compressed multimedia
from digital libraries and also for communication
over heterogeneous networks. We need a paradigm
where encryption does not change the compressed
output, yet provides access and copy control for
concerned media.Thus, we need encryption of
video data without affecting the properties of com-
pressed bitstream, or affecting the compression per-
formance.

On one hand, compression and encryption oper-
ations require large amount of computational over-
head, while on the other hand, there has been an in-
creasing trend towards deployment of battery-driven
low-power embedded systems such as portable mo-



bile devices (iPods, mobile phones, and cameras).
Apart from optimizations in hardware architectures,
we also need to reduce the computation cost for
secure multimedia transactions through algorithmic
improvements.In Figure 1 we illustrate the motiva-
tion of our proposed approach: considering coding
efficiency, power efficiency and privacy in a joint
design of algorithms and architectures.

Related Research Efforts:
The research in video coding for the last five

decades has been commercially utilized in the form
of state-of-the-art video coding standards such as
MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and so on. MPEG-2 based
schemes are useful for DVD quality compression.
In these scenarios, coding or power efficiency are
not the constraints and security was provided using
end-end encryption with AES or some variants [2].
Some work has been done for resource optimization
in these schemes in cases of low-bandwidth but the
problem is not so acute.

Recent research in wireless networks and video
surveillance [3], [4] aims at optimizing the video
quality for wireless transmission and often uses the
MPEG-4 format which produces a more compressed
and scalable bitstream. The H.264 SVC format is
the most recently used in this work. Many re-
searchers have also tried to optimize the hardware
implementations of MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 based
video applications.

Recent research in video encryption over wireless
and other scarce resource channels has identified
the need for non-traditional approaches to video
encryption besides the use of standard cryptographic
ciphers. These approaches involve selective or par-
tial encryption of video stream, chaotic encryption
and shuffling in compressed bitstream etc. There
has also been research to accelerate these video
processing kernels in hardware such as ASIC or
FPGA.

Thus, there has been little research which targets
the three-fold goal of high compression, low compu-
tational cost, and secrecy. With these three goals in
mind, we propose our approach in the next section.

3 OUR APPROACH

What we propose in this work is a redesign of
the video compression blocks themselves to enable
encryption and efficient mapping onto hardware.
For example, if the video coders have an additional

parameter which can be changed to provide encryp-
tion, we can use it as a keyspace for secret key
generation. The required mixing of the inputs, as
required by cryptographic ciphers, is automatically
provided by different blocks of video coding system.
Similarly, if we could design the system with the
rational coefficients as a design constraint, we will
obtain a hardware-amenable implementation.

The redesign of video coding blocks enables
joint compression and encryption and also reduces
the computational requirements of multimedia en-
cryption algorithms. The approach modifies the
compression system properties instead of the com-
pressed bitstream itself. Moreover, the redesign is
amenable to hardware acceleration over reconfig-
urable computing platforms. We leverage signal pro-
cessing techniques to make the algorithms suitable
for hardware optimizations (and encryption), and
reduce the critical path of circuits using hardware-
specific optimizations.

A trivial way to explain this solution (of joint
encryption and compression) is to find2N different
but similar ways to compress a video, where all of
them give similar compression performance and the
compressed bitstream has the same properties. For
large values of2N , we can say that theN bit code
representing the choice of compression system is
the encryption key of the system. In order for such
a system to be secure, the combined system must
follow cryptographic requirements such as good
diffusion and confusion properties [5]. The output
from two closely related keys should be nearly
uncorrelated and there should not exist a way to
reverse-engineer theN bit key except by a brute-
force attack.

This proposal also meets the requirements of
property-preserving encryption because essentially
we are trying to shuffle the compression parameters
using the key and not modifying the input bitstream
itself. Each of the2N compression systems provide
‘property-preserving’ compression.
How exactly we can augment encryption to video
coding system?

This is achieved by redesign of individual video
coding blocks followed by integration into a single
prototype and hardware implementation (Figure 2).
These modifications are briefly described below:
(a) Augmented Prediction Model: We propose

to use a fuzzy prediction model, which selects
from several past and future frames and uses



Fig. 2. Video compression system augmented
with different operations to ensure real-time en-
cryption

multiple streams, based on a key-dependent
fuzzy logic instead of the traditional use of
immediate neighbors. Similarly, the sign bits
of the motion vectors can be encoded and/or a
key-based non-linear mapping of motion vec-
tors can be performed.

(b) Augmented Spatial Model: We propose to
parameterize the transform filter (DWT), so
that the choice of filter depends on key value.
Different filters give different output coeffi-
cients while the compression efficiency of each
is similar. The output sub-bands of DWT (or
sub-blocks for DCT) can be re-oriented and
permuted according to a key.

(c) Augmented Entropy Coding: Modified en-
tropy coders can be used with multiple statisti-
cal models so that the exact choice of model is
governed by a key. Similarly, arithmetic coding
can be implemented using a key-based chaotic
random map. The re-iterations of chaotic map
make the output appear random, while the
choice of map itself is governed by a key.

(d) All-on-a-Chip: Hardware-specific optimiza-
tions on augmented modules will enable us to
fit the prototype on a single chip.

4 DETAILS

In this section, we discuss two augmented com-
pression modules to make them amenable to en-
cryption and hardware implementation. Augmented
Frequency Transform is illustrated with the help
of Discrete Wavelet Transform which is used in
MotionJPEG2000 coder while augmented entropy

coding is shown using arithmetic coding which is
used in H.264 and other formats.

4.1 Augmented Frequency Transform

What is DWT? The efficient representation of
time-frequency information by the Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) has led to its popularity for
spatial modeling. DWT provides superior rate-
distortion and subjective image quality performance
over existing standards. Many image and video
compression schemes have been derived from DWT-
based structures which have become increasingly
popular because of excellent compression proper-
ties. The 1-D DWT can be viewed as a signal
decomposition using specific low pass (H0) and
high pass (H1) filters. A single stage of image
decomposition can be implemented by successive
horizontal row and vertical column wavelet trans-
forms. To recover the image back, we perform the
inverse DWT using another set of low and high
pass filtersG0 andG1 respectively. The two most
common filters for DWT are Le Gall’s 5/3 filter and
Daubechies 9/7 filter [6].
Existing Efforts for Hardware-Amenable Imple-
mentation. Rational binary coefficients for DWT
have been designed to help in achieving a multiplier-
free implementation of DWT filter coefficients.
However, these multiplier-free implementations in-
volve image reconstruction quality trade-offs. Many
other researchers have also faced the problem of
reducing DWT complexity.
Augmenting the DWT for Hardware Implemen-
tation. Rather than optimizing the mapping of filter
coefficients, we want to re-derive the filter coeffi-
cients which map better to custom hardware.

For example, the Quadrature Mirror Filter (QMF)
properties of DWT allows perfect reconstruction of
image after inverse DWT operation at decoder. The
condition for perfect reconstruction of image, when
applying DWT boils down to:

G0(z)H0(z) +G0(−z)H0(−z)) = 2

Solving this equation using Lagrange Half Band
Filters (LHBF) leads to Daubechies filter, which is
the most widely-used DWT filter. However, these
coefficients are irrational and lead to inefficient
hardware implementation.

Tay et al. [7] derive rational coefficients for
DWT, setting this as a constraint while solving these



TABLE 1
Hardware amenable implementation of DWT: Over 50% improvement in hardware requirements

with increased clock frequency (Testbed: Xilinx Virtex-V XC5VLX30 FPGA)

Features Daub 9/7 Poly-DWT Tay, 01 Kotteri, 05 Chao, 03 Martina, 07 Martina, 05
Adders 15 9 19 15 8 19 21

Multipliers 9 0 0 0 4 0 0
Clock(MHz) 107 389 - - - 200 -

TABLE 2
Improved image reconstruction (PSNR values) with hardware-amenable DWT implementation

Image Bitrate=0.5 bpp Bitrate=2 bpp
Daub. 9/7 Poly-DWT Martina,07 Daub. 9/7 Poly-DWT Martina,07

lena 28.213 29.46 27.7 38.47 38.17 36.5
surveillance 26.1 28.1 26.54 38.41 42.21 39.21

lecture 34.35 33.8 32.73 48.3 51.25 43.71
helicoptor 33.75 35.7 35.01 48.59 54.72 47.14

equations. In our preliminary work, we used this
result to build a Polymorphic DWT (Poly-DWT)
architecture which uses binary rational coefficients
which are amenable to hardware implementation.
We also added some features which help Poly-DWT
provide dynamic response to changing external con-
ditions and thus dynamically adjust video quality
and power requirements.

The hardware prototype of the proposed system
on a Xilinx Virtex-V XC5VLX30 FPGA has the
following features for hardware-amenable imple-
mentation [8]:

• The new architecture enables dynamic alloca-
tion of hardware resources to efficiently create
a dynamic response to changing external con-
ditions.

• Our architecture is multiplier-free. Further, its
hardware requirements (9 adders) are nearly
50% that of existing architectures in the re-
search literature (Table 1), while its image
compression performance is better than fixed-
point implementation of the state-of-the-art
(Table 2).

• A switching scheme to allow runtime switching
between 5/3 and 9/7 wavelet structures was
proposed. Our architecture enables ‘on-the-fly’
switching of hardware resources to suit the
power budget of the video processing system.

Augmenting the DWT for Both Encryption and
Hardware. Engel et al. 2005 [9] parameterize
DWT but the key space is small and restricted.

Moreover, any hardware implementation issues are
not discussed. Motivated by the successful param-
eterization of DWT for hardware implementation,
we investigated the use of parameterization for
encryption purposes.

The previous parameterization has only 2-3 ra-
tional points, but for use of parameterization for
encryption, we need a family of rational coefficient
filters. Zaide et al. [10] presents a parameterized
construction of the filters typically used for image
compression.

We obtain a new parameterization with two in-
teresting features: (1) it has a free parameterα
which can be varied as a key parameter without
sacrificing the perfect reconstruction property of the
video stream. The terms ofα are non-linear which
makes it difficult to obtain theα value back from the
transform output. (2) Also, all other coefficients are
rational and amenable to hardware implementation.
These properties, along with the property of sub-
band rotation were used to design a video encryp-
tion scheme optimized over hardware referred to
as the Secure Wavelet Transform (SWT) [11]. A
key-space of25N + 3 bits can be obtained fromN
levels of wavelet decomposition. For an image size
of 512× 512 pixels this upper limit ofN is 9.

The hardware prototype of the proposed system
on a Xilinx Virtex-V XC5VLX330 FPGA has the
following features for hardware-amenable imple-
mentation:

(a) The DWT kernel was parameterized to incor-



Fig. 3. Video encryption with augmented DWT (i)- Original image encrypted with key-0, (ii)- Image
decrypted with same key, (iii)-(vi)- Image decrypted with randomly generated keys.

TABLE 3
A first architecture for video encryption on DWT (Testbed: Xilinx Virtex XCVLX330 FPGA)

SWT Martina, 07 Daub. 9/7 Jou, 01 Vishwanath, 95 Huang, 04
Multiplier 0 0 16 12 36 12

Adder 11 19 15 16 36 16
Critical Path 4Ta + Tl 5Ta Tm + 4Ta Tm + 2Ta Tm + 4Ta 4Tm + 8Ta

Frequency 114 200 107 - - -
Encryption YES NO NO NO NO NO

Note: Tm, Tl andTa are the time delay in multiplier, look-up table and adder circuits respectively.

porate the encryption feature and promise rea-
sonable security for real-time embedded mul-
timedia systems.

(b) A zero computation overhead subband re-
orientation scheme added to parameterization,
leads to efficient image encryption (see Fig-
ure 3)

(c) An optimized hardware implementation of the
SWT architecture is presented. The proposed
hardware implementation has low critical path
and thus achieves a high clock frequency (Ta-
ble 4.1).

4.2 Augmented Entropy Coding
What is Arithmetic Coding (AC)? Entropy coding
schemes are used to compress data, in a lossless

manner, to a maximum level with the assumption of
an independent and identically distributed random
variable distribution. The two most popular entropy
coding techniques are Huffman coding and arith-
metic coding. Of these, Huffman coding is computa-
tionally cheap, while arithmetic coding yields better
compression. Arithmetic coding involves recursive
partitioning of the range [0,1) in accordance with
the relative probabilities of the occurrence of the
input symbols.
Existing efforts in AC-based encryption In [12],
a chaos-based adaptive arithmetic coding technique
was proposed. The arithmetic coder’s statistical
model is made varying in nature according to
a pseudo-random bitstream generated by coupled
chaotic systems. Many other techniques based on



varying the statistical model of entropy coders have
been proposed in literature, however these tech-
niques suffer from losses in compression efficiency
that result from changes in entropy model statis-
tics and are weak against known attacks [13]. Re-
cently, Grangetto et al. [14] presented a Randomized
Arithmetic Coding (RAC) scheme which achieves
encryption by inserting some randomization in the
arithmetic coding procedure at no expense in terms
of coding efficiency. RAC needs a key of length 1-
bit per encoded symbol. Kim et al. [15] presented
a generalization of this procedure, called as Secure
Arithmetic Coding (SAC). The SAC coder builds
over a Key-Splitting Arithmetic Coding where a key
is used to split the intervals of an arithmetic coder,
adding input and output permutation to increase
the coder’s security. Successful attacks have been
demonstrated against these SAC schemes.
Augmenting Encryption to AC. We generalize the
arithmetic coder (as we did in the case of DWT)
to get multiple ways of encoding without losing
compression efficiency. An interesting observation
made in [16] is the equivalence between arithmetic
coding and chaotic maps. We first interpreted Arith-
metic Coding (AC) in terms of iterations over piece-
wise linear chaotic maps and then defined a family
of such maps, each yielding the same compres-
sion efficiency. We next developed a data (image
or video) encryption scheme based on arithmetic
coding, which we refer to as Chaotic Arithmetic
Coding (CAC). CAC uses a key to make the exact
choice of map from the family of predefined maps
to perform AC.

Let us consider a scenario where we have a string
S = x1, x2, ...xN consisting ofN symbols to be
encoded. The probability of occurrence of a symbol
si, i ∈ 1, 2, ...n is given bypi such thatpi = Ni/N
andNi is the number of times the symbolsi appears
in the given stringS. We next consider a piece-wise
linear map (ρ) with the following properties:

It is defined on the interval[0, 1) to [0, 1).It can
be decomposed into N piece-wise linear parts such
that each part maps the region on x axis[begk, endk)
to the interval[0, 1). This mapping is one-one and
onto. Each linear map is associated uniquely with
one symbol and doesn’t intersect with another. The
mapping between linear map and assigned symbol
from dictionaryis defined arbitrarily but one-one
relationship must hold. The width of the map (on x-
axis) is equivalent to probability of assigned symbol,

Fig. 4. A sample piece-wise linear map for arith-
metic coding like compression (a) The entire
map is shown (ρ) (b) A single linear part of the
map (%k) is zoomed. It can have a positive or
negative slope depending on choice

leading to Shannon optimal compression efficiency
for large strings.

Figure 4 shows a sample map fulfilling these
properties. Figure 4(a) shows the full map with
different parts%1, %2, ...%N present while Figure 4(b)
zooms into individual linear part%k. The maps are
placed adjacent to each other so that each input
point is mapped into an output point in the range
[0, 1).

There areN different piece-wise maps (for en-
coding a symbol from dictionary ofN symbols,
called asN-ary AC), each with two possible ori-
entations (with positive or negative slope). Thus,
the number of total permutations possible is given
by N !2N . Thus, for N-ary arithmetic coding or
arithmetic coding withN symbols, it is possible to
haveN !2N different mappings each leading to same
compression efficiency. Since we can arbitrarily
choose any1 of theN !2N maps, the key space for
encoding a single bit of data is

⌈

log
2
(N !2N)

⌉

bits,
where de represents the greatest integer function.
For N=2, it gives 8 mappings. If we increaseN
to 4 this value increases to 384. Thus, without any
sacrifice in computational efficiency or coding rates,
CAC is able to achieve a huge keyspace which can
be effectively used for data encryption.

AC is more commonly implemented in binary
mode to reduce the computational requirements of
video coders. There are eight equivalent modes of
skewed binary maps which can be used for BCAC
or Binary CAC.
Implementation Efficiency For a normal binary
arithmetic coder, at each iteration the starting in-



terval [Is, Ie) is updated at one end. On encoding a
‘0’ the final interval becomes[Is + p(Ie − Is), Ie)
while on encoding a ‘1’ the final interval becomes
[Is, Is + p(Ie − Is). Thus, every iteration requires
one multiplication and two addition operations. The
decoding procedure for a binary arithmetic coder
involves updating the interval[Is, Ie) at one end
depending on whether the last decoded symbol was
a ‘0’ or a ‘1’. Thus, every iteration again requires
one multiplication and two addition operations.

For chaotic arithmetic encoder, both end of in-
terval are updated at every iteration using a linear
transformationx = my + b thus requiring two
multiplications and two additions for encoding. The
decoding is simple as it involves iteration on the
chaotic map according to the linear transformation
y = nx + c involving a multiplication and an
addition operation. There are some additional table
lookups (an 8-input LUT required for BCAC to
choose the exact chaotic map) involved in chaotic
coding to choose the right chaotic map at every
iteration which can be efficiently implemented in
software or hardware. Thus, CAC encode requires
more computations than BAC encode while CAC
decode requires less computations than BAC de-
code.

Our BCAC coder is similar to a BAC coder
except the variable slope and intercept of the lines
of chaotic map which is decided by choice of map.
These values can be mapped to look-up tables and
the remaining operation can be optimized similar to
BAC.

Comparison with BAC+AES

The arithmetic operations required for one bit en-
coding or decoding using BAC is 2 adders and
1 multipliers (discussed in Section 4.2). AES-128
bits require 40 sequential transformation steps com-
posed of simple and basic operations such as table
lookups, shifts, and XORs. It needs approximately
336 bytes of memory and approximately 608 XOR
operations or roughly 3 bytes memory and 5 XOR
operations per bit of encoding.

BCAC coder requires 2 adders and 2 multipliers
for encoding and only 1 adder and 1 multiplier
for decoding. Thus, the hardware requirements of
BCAC coder are much less than BAC and AES
combined. The BCAC decoder is particularly sim-
pler than AC decoder (even without AES), which is

desired for most common video applications which
involve real-time decoding in mobile and embedded
devices.

Compatibility with H.264
The popular H.264 codec implements Content-
Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) to
achieve high compression efficiency. A CABAC
coder has three parts: Binarizer, context modeler and
a BAC coder. We can directly replace the BAC coder
with BCAC coder, as proposed in earlier section
to introduce augmented entropy coding into H.264
without introducing any coding losses. Because
there is no change in dictionary values or probability
valuepi of coder, there will be no direct effect on
video coder by replacing BAC with BCAC.

A detailed analysis of CAC scheme is given in
[17].

5 SECURITY

5.1 Key-space
The keyspace for augmented DWT operation de-
pends on number of DWT decompositions and the
degree of parameterization of one filter coefficients.
There are 3N+1 different sub-bands obtained by a N
level wavelet decomposition of an image/ frame (19
sub-bands for N=6). Three bits are each required to
describe the orientation of each sub-band, leading
to 9N + 3 bits. Further, we divide the filter pa-
rameter in range[1, 3] into 26 values. One level of
wavelet decomposition involves successive filtering
with row and column filters. If we have N levels of
decomposition using DWT, we can choose different
α values for all2N filters (represented by12N bits).
SWT operation allows a keyspace of21N + 3 bits.
For SD and HD images/ video content, the value
of N is sufficiently large (N > 9) to give a large
keyspace.

The N-bit BCAC coder requires a keyspace of 3N
bits. The same key may be re-used for different it-
erations, hence we can have the key-size depending
on the length of BCAC coder.

5.2 Sample Image encryption scheme
In this experiment, we use BCAC and SWT schemes
to encrypt only the most significant DWT coeffi-
cients for an image. We considered sample images
of dimension 512x512 pixels and encoded only the



Fig. 5. Image reconstruction results with selective encryption. The images are selected from USC
SIPI database. A selective encryption of 0.4% significant DWT coefficients (corresponding to 6th
level decomposition) was performed using SWT and BCAC schemes. The first column shows
sample images, the second column shows reconstruction results with SWT, third shows results
with BCAC and fourth column shows results with SWT+BCAC



coefficients corresponding to6th level decomposi-
tion using DWT. Thus, the keylength for SWT is
only 24 bits. The keylength for BCAC was chosen
to 368 bits. (Each of the 16 DWT coefficients were
quantized to 23 bits and then encoded, the choice
of 23 bits made according to dynamic range of
coefficients). The results for this simple experiment
are presented in Figure 5 and in Table 4. It can be
observed that selective encryption of0.4% coeffi-
cients alone can lead to considerable degradation of
perceived image quality. We performed SWT and
BCAC over the 6th level wavelet coefficients alone
(4 bands of 16x16 pixels). The key for SWT is 24
bits while that for BCAC encryption is 368 bits (16
pixels values each quantized into 23 bits each, 3
bits per pixel). SSIM or Structural Similarity met-
ric measures the structural differences between the
original image and the decrypted image. A value of
1 indicate strong similarity to original image while
a value close to 0 indicate no-similarity between
original and decrypted image. PSNR metric mea-
sures pixel-wise differences between two images (in
decibels). A value higher than, say 40 indicate large
similarity between original and decrypted image
while a low value close to 0-10 dB or less indicates
a huge differences or large noise between the two
images. It can be seen in the results that BCAC leads
to higher degradation in percieved image quality.

5.3 Sample Video Encryption Scheme
We use a sample video codec in Matlab which
implements frequency transform (DCT), frame pre-
diction (I and P frames in MPEG style) and we
introduced entropy coding into the system (BCAC).
Figure 6 presents results with video samples. A
DCT based block-based video codec was used with
a GOP size of 10. Each video has CIF resolution.
The four videos: waterfall (least motion), calendar,
highway and foreman (highest motion) were used
from standard video databases1. It can be seen that
encrypting only the motion vectors give degrada-
tion along those regions of video where motion is
present. When we encrypt the residual also using
CAC, we obtain high degrees of encryption.

6 SUMMARY

In this work we explored the potential of joint
compression and encryption schemes for securing

1. http://trace.eas.asu.edu/yuv/

the multimedia content. We illustrated the potential
for hardware savings and efficient encryption using
this design with two examples - Secure Wavelet
Transform and Chaotic Arithmetic Coding.

There is tremendous potential in this field for
future research and deployment in state-of-the-art
video codecs such as H.264/ SVC. There is possi-
bility of developing such encryption schemes for
motion compensation and estimation, and imple-
mentation on embedded device architectures.
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Fig. 6. Video reconstruction results with CAC scheme. (a) Original Video frame, (b) Compressed
and reconstructed Video frame, (c) Only Motion Vectors (MV) Encrypted with BCAC and (d) MV +
Residue encrypted with BCAC. Frame of each video sequence is shown in the figure.


